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1. INTRODUCTION

The publication of Robert Allen’s book Farm to Factory[1] generated con-
troversy over his claims that the Soviet industrial revolution was remarkably
successful. One of the most controversial claims he made was that living stand-
ards for the population as a whole rose rapidly from the mid 30s.

These claims have been criticised by Wheatcroft[2] as conflicting with other
previously published data.

Wheatcroft presents two types of data : population height data and data on
nutrition obtained from surveys. Wheatcroft’s nutritional survey data (Figure
1.1) seem implausible and out of line with international comparisons. Those
early time series by Wheatcroft are frankly implausible. They show a per cap-
ita food supply in the USSR in 1923 that is above leading agricultural nations
like France or Canada in 2008. He shows urban calories per head in the 1920s
at levels that the industrialised world as a whole is not expected to reach until
after 20501. The post 1930 Wheatcroft data are much more plausible on the
basis of international comparisons. However we can use the adult male height
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FIGURE 1.1. Nutrition data presented by Wheatcroft.
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FIGURE 2.1. WHO male growth and height curves.

data that he published as a check. The main import of Wheatcroft’s nutritional
survey claims was that diet was better before the revolution and in the 1920s
than it was after collectivisation. This is hard to credit if we look at his adult
height data which show a general upward trend.

He attempts to infer evidence for food shortages having occurred from the
height data but does not use any proper mathematical analysis to do this. The
problem of course is that a year with a food shortage will affect all children
growing up that year whatever their age, and will thus be spread over 18 dif-
ferent year cohorts. So if there was a famine in 1933 then it will affect everyone
born between 1915 and 1934 ( since it will affect babies in the womb in 1933).
How can we tease out the years of food shortages from height data then?

2. DECONVOLUTION

Well there is an established technique in signal processing called deconvo-
lution that allows us to do just this. Basically if we know the curve for child
growth from 0 to 18 under normal circumstances then we can work backwards
to discover which years had food shortages - on the assumption that these will
have most effect on the children who should have been growing most rapidly
that year. The WHO publish online charts of normal child growth rates under
optimal nutrition. I reproduce a copy in Figure 2.1. The deconvolution process
is based on the assumption that a year of food shortage will most strongly af-
fect the growth of those children who should otherwise have been growing the
most rapidly during that year.

I have used a deconvolution programme that takes as input Wheatcroft,s
data and the WHO curve and infers the year by year growth rate as a fraction
of the current WHO child growth rates. Figure 2.2 shows the result of running
the deconvolution on the adult height tables published by Wheatcroft.

As you can see from Figure 2.2 the data show that child growth rates fell
from 1929 to 1932 and then climbed steeply with a dip during the war. The
growth rates in the late 30s were higher than in the mid 20s indicating that
Allen rather than Wheatcroft may be right about the relative food availability
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FIGURE 2.2. Inferred growth rates as fraction of WHO stand-
ard rates. For the period 1928 to 1939 a scaled version of Al-
len’s graph for personal consumption over the period.

in those periods. The income data given by Allen for the first years of industri-
alisation are shown appropriately scaled on the graph, and the fit is visually
good. The correlation coefficient between Allen’s income figures and the estim-
ated child growth is 0.74 indicating that Allen’s income data explain 74% of
the variation in the child growth.

We should not expect child growth to be exactly linearly related to income,
but we should expect it to be strongly correlated. The measured correlation
between them lends support to the credibility of Allen’s data.

When ploting the growth figures they are offset backwards by 0.375 of a
year. This is because growth starts at conception. A child born in 1930 will
on average have spent 0.375 of a year in gestation during 1929 during which
dietary conditions will have been influenced by dietary conditions in that year.
Allen presents 3 sets of survey data for surveys in 1927, 1957 and 1974. We
used the 1927 survey for heights of men born before 1898, the 1957 survey for
heights of men born 1898 to 1915, and the 1974 survey after that. Sample sizes
are smaller for the earlier years so the historic height data are noisier. This
implies that less reliance can be placed on year to year fluctuations in child
growth rates for the earlier data.

Although 1913, which according to Wheatcroft was a particularly good har-
vest, stands out as another peak, the generality of the pre-revolutionary period
shows a lower child growth rate.

The graph for adult male heights shows there real heights and the heights
that would have been arrived at were the growth rates as computed by the 6
iteration deconvolution routine.

3. CONCLUSION

In conclusion Wheatcroft’s nutritional data can not be relied upon. Adult
heights provide a mute witness to child nutrition and we can see from the de-
convolved data that the nutritional standards for children, improved in the
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FIGURE 2.3. Comparison of the historical record with the pre-
dicted heights generated by convolving the Figure 2.2 with the
WHO growth chart.

late 30s to above the levels of the 1920s and above the levels of the pre-
revolutionary period. This is broadly in line with Robert Allen’s econometric
data.
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